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Abstract:
Big Data means extremely huge large data sets that can be analyzed to find patterns, trends. One technique that can
be used for data analysis so that able to help us find abstract patterns in Big Data is Deep Learning. If we apply
Deep Learningto Big Data, we can find unknown and useful patterns that were impossible so far. With the help of
Deep Learning, AI is getting smart. There is a hypothesis in this regard, the more data, the more abstract knowledge.
So a handy survey of Big Data, Deep Learning and its application in Big Data is necessary. In this paper, we provide
a comprehensive survey on what is Big Data, comparing methods, its research problems, and trends. Then a survey
of Deep Learning, its methods, comparison of frameworks, and algorithms is presented. And at last, application of
Deep Learning in Big Data, its challenges, open research problems and future trends are presented.
Index Terms—Big Data; Deep learning; Deep Learning Challenges; Machine Learning; Deep Learning Methods;
Big Data Challenges.

1.

Introduction:

If we want to have a glance at the data generation
history from 1960, we can see this trend in overall:
1960-1990, rela- tional databases; 1990-2000, OLAP
technology; 2000- 2010, column based data storages
and cloud computing; and 2010- 2016, Big Data
applications. These days, Knowledge plays a key role
to get success. Many companies need more abstract
knowledge. This need can be satisfied by a
combination of twomajor domains: Big Data and
Deep Learning. Each device cangenerate data. This
situation will become worse if each devicecan be
connected to other devices to use their information.
In other words, with the emergence of Internet of
Things,we are facing with huge amount of data that
needed to be stored and managed, one Example of
Big Data. In brief, with the advances in digital
devices such as digital sensors, large amounts of data
have been generated at a fast speed that

collecting, processing and presenting the results of
huge amounts of data that come at high speed in a
variety of formats. Traditional Machine Learning
tools have shortcoming when they face withBig Data
and want to solve Big Data area problems [1]. The
following figure shows comparisons of ML
techniques and their drawbacks.

resulted in an area named Big Data. Big Data is not
onlyabout producing data from sensors; It can be
provided byhumans, texts, images and so on. Big
Data has a great impact on technologies and
computing. In other words, we have moredata these
days that current methods cannot deal with these
data. In simple word, the term of Big Data means

1) A handy introduction to Big Data and comparing
itsmethods.
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For example, we can apply Deep Learning that is a
tool for understanding higher abstract knowledge in
most steps of Big Data area problems. But preferably
it needs high volumes of data. If we want to become
more successful in this competitive area, we need to
find abstract patterns. The more pattern, the more
success. In this regard, we need to know the
application of Deep Learning in Big Data, how to use
it that is the aim of this paper. Authors contribution
is:

2) A handy introduction to Deep
comparing algo-rithms and frameworks.
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3) The authors describe the application of Deep
Learning inBig Data.
Section 2 presents Big Data steps, challenges, and
future trends. Section 3 shows Deep Learning and
Machine Learningtools,
frameworks. Section 4 describes the application of
Deep Learning in Big Data, future trends, and open
research problems.
Conclusion and future work will be presented in
section 5.
II. BIG DATA
The rise of Big Data has been caused by increase of
data storage capability, increase of computational
power, and more data volume accessibility. Most of
the current technologies that are used to handle Big
Data challenges are focusing on six main issues of
that called Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity,
Validity, and Volatility. The first one is Volume that
means we are facing with huge amounts of data that
most of traditional algorithms are not able to deal
with this challenge. For example, Each minute 15h of
videos are uploaded to Facebook so that collects
more than 50 TB per day. With respect to the
amounts of data generating each day, we can predict
the growth rate of data in next years [2]. The data
growth is 40 percent per year. Each year around 1.2
ZB data are produced. Huge companies such as
Twitter, Facebook, and Yahoo have recently begun
tapping into large volume databenefits. The definition
of high volume is not specified inpredefined term and
it is a relative measure depends on the current
situation of the enterprise [3]. The second challengeis
Variety that in brief means we are facing with variety
types of file formats and even unstructured ones such
as PDFs,emails, audios and so on. These data should
be unified for further processes [4]. The third V is
Velocity that means data are coming in a very fast
manner, the rate at which data are coming is striking,
that may hang the system easily. It shows the need
for real-time algorithms. The next two Vs (Veracity
and Validity) have major similarities with each other,
mean data must be as clean, trustworthy, usefulness,
result datashould be valid, as possible for later
processing phases. The more data sources and types,
the more difficult sustaining trust[5]. And the last V
is the Volatility that means how muchtime data
should remain in the system so that they are useful
for the system. McKinsey added Value as the seventh
V that means the amount of hidden
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knowledge inside Big Data [6]. We also can consider
open research problems from another viewpoint as
follows,
six
parameters:
Availability,
Scalability,Integrity,
Heterogeneity,
Resource
Optimization, and Velocity(related to stream
processing). Labrinidis and Jagadish in [7] described
some challenges and research problems with
respectto Scalability, Heterogeneity aspects of Big
Data management.Other parameters such as
availability and integrity are coveredin [8]. These
parameters are defined as follows: Availability: Means data should be accessible and
available whenever and wherever user requests data
even in the case of failure occurrence. Data analysis
methods should provide availability to support large
amounts of data along with a high-speedstream of
data [9].
-Scalability: refers if a system supports large
amounts of increasing data efficiently or not.
Scalability is an important issue mostly from 2011
for industrial applications to scale wellin limited
memory.
-Data Integrity: points to data accuracy. The
situation be- comes worse when different users with
different privileges change data in the cloud. Cloud is
in charge of managing databases. Therefore, users
have to obey cloud policy for data integrity [10].
-Heterogeneity: refers to different types of data such
asstructured, unstructured and semi-structured [11].
-Resource Optimization: means using existing
resources ef-ficiently. A precise policy for resource
optimization is needed for guaranteeing distributed
access to Big Data.
-Velocity: means the speed of data creation and data
analysis. The increased amount of digital devices like
smart phones,tablets caused the increase of speed of
data generation. Thus, the need for real-time analyses
is obligatory. These are very application dependent
that means can differ for each applica- tion to another
application. And from steps point of view, Big Data
area can be divided into three main Phases: Big Data
preprocessing, means doing some preliminary actions
towarddata with the aim of data preparation such as
data cleansing and so on. Big Data storage means
how data should be stored.Big Data management
means how we should manage data inorder to get
best achievement such as clustering, classification
and so on [12].
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Fig. 1. comparison between machine learning
techniques

The following sub-sections present more detail about
some preprocessing steps:
1) Data Transmission: Data transmission is one step
of preprocessing phase. It means sending raw data to
data storage.One
example of proposed method in this area is sending
data through a high-capacity pipe from data source to
data center. This type of transmission needs to know
networks architecturealong with transportation
protocol.

A. Preprocessing
For better decision-making, we should provide
quality data for data analyzing step. In other words,
the quality of datais critical to quality decision. We
should also verify data before decision. Preprocessing
data means transforming, in- consistency, incomplete
data that have many errors into an appropriate format
for further analyses. In other words, data must be
structured prior to analysis stage [13]. For example,in
one database we may have STUEDNTID and in the
other, we may have Student Identifier. It prepares
data for further processing and analysis. There are
some steps for achieving preprocessing section goal
as described as follows:
1. Data cleansing: Removing inaccuracies,
incompleteness, and inconsistencies of data.
2. Data transformation: Means doing additional
processes like aggregation, or transformation. This
step has a striking influence on future steps.
3. Data integration: It provides a single view over
distributeddata from different sources.
4. Data transmission: Defines a method for
transferring raw data to storage system such as object
storage, data center or distributed cloud storage.
5. Data reduction: reducing the size of large
databases for real-time applications [14].
6. Data discretization: It is a notable step for decision
tree learning process. It refers to attribute intervals so
that obtainedvalueswill be reduced [10] .
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2) Data Cleansing: In simple word means detecting
incom-plete, and irrational data. We can modify or
delete these kinds of data in order to achieve quality
improvement for further processing steps. Maletic
and Marcus took into consideration five stages in
order to achieve clean data: 1) recognizing typesof
errors 2) finding error instances 3) correct error
instances and error types 4) update data input
procedure in order to reduce further errors that may
occur 5) checking data affairs like limitations,
formats, andrationalities. Data cleansing is
anindispensable and principal part of data analysis
step. In brief, there are two main problems in data
cleansing step: i)Data are imprecise ii) Data are
incomplete(there are missing parts inthe dataset) and
we should address these problems as muchas we can.
3) Stream Processing: Processing of stream data is a
challenge that researchers have faced in Big Data
area. The stream requirements are completely
different with traditional batch processing. In more
detail, there are some emergingapplications
producing large amounts of dedicated data toservers
in order to real-time processing. One example is
stock trading that we should use real-time processing
in order to achieve an enhanced decision. While large
volumes of dataare received by servers for
processing, we are not able to use traditional
centralized techniques. There are some applicationsin
this regard called Distributed
Stream Processing Systems (DSPS) [15]. But most of
the people use traditional centralizeddatabases in
order to analyze such huge amounts of data dueto
lack of tools. As mentioned earlier, there are many
open research topics in the stream processing part
that are describedas follows:
1- Data Mobility: It means that the number of steps
that are required to get the final result.
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2- Data Division or Partitioning: The algorithms are
used forpartitioning data. In the brief, partitioning
strategies should be used in order to achieve better
data parallelism.
3- Data Availability: We should propose a technique
that guarantees data availability in case of failures
occurrence.
4- Query Processing: We should propose a query
processor for distributed data processing efficiently
with consideringdata streams. One possibility of this
is doing deterministic processing (always get the
same answer) and another one is non-deterministic
(the output depends on the current situation)one.
5- Data Storage: Another open research problem in
Big Datais how to store data for future usage.
6- Stream Imperfections: Techniques dealing with
data stream imperfections like delayed messages or
out-of-order messages.
B. Data Storage
Storing data in petabyte scale is a challenge not only
for researchers but also for internet organizations.
These dayswe can hardly adapt existing databases to
Big Data usage. Although Cloud Computing reveals
a shift to a new computingparadigm, it cannot assure
consistency easily when storing BigData in cloud
storage. It is not a good way to waste data since it
may contribute to better decision-making. So it is
critical to have a storage management system in order
to provide enoughdata storage, and
optimized information retrieval [13].
1) Replication: Replication is a big activity that
makes data available and accessible whenever user
asks. When data are variable, the accuracy of each
replicated copy is much more challenging. The two
factors that we should considerin replication are
replication sites and consistency. These two factors
play more important role in Big Data environment as
managing these huge amounts of data are more
difficult than usual form [16].
2) Indexing: For large databases, it is not wise to
retrieve stored data and searching data in sequential
form like an un- ordered array [17]. Indexing data
improves the performance ofstorage manager. So
proposing a suitable indexing mechanismis
challenging.
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There are three challenges in indexing area 1) multivariable and multi-site searching 2) performing
differenttypes of queries 3) data search when they are
numerical. Authors in [18] proposed a new method
for keyword searchingin data stream environment. It
uses a tree based index structureand adopts sharing of
a single list of event indices to speedup query
responses. Index load time is a challenge now same
as space consumption [19]. A Support Vector
Machine indexing algorithm was introduced in [20]
for video data with the aim of modeling human
behavior. It changes transition probability calculation
mechanism and applies different states to determine
the score of input data. While it produces arelatively
accurate query result with minimum time, it is
timeconsuming in learning process. A fuzzy-based
method can be used for indexing of moving objects
where indexing images are captured during object’s
movements. It provides a trade-off between query
response time and index regeneration.The index
supports data variables and it is scalable. And as
experiments show it has better performance than the
previous algorithms of other moving index
techniques.
C. Big Data Management and Processing
There are four types of data models we have faced in
Big Data area: 1- data that we can store them in
relational 2- semi-structured data same as XML 3graph data such as those we use for social media and
the last one is unstructured data such as text data,
handwritten articles [21]. One important questionhere
is why are not we able to use traditional databases
such as Relational Databases in Big Data? One of the
basic answers isthat most of the relational databases
are not designed to scale to thousands of loosely
coupled machines [22]. Because oftwo reasons,
companies tended to leave traditional databases: the
first one is traditional databases are not scalable and
the second one is that it is very expensive if we want
to use non- distributed traditional databases along
with adding layers on top. So companies decided to
implement their own file system(HDFS), distributed
storage systems(Google Bigtable [23]), distributed
programming frameworks (MapReduce), and even
distributed database management systems(Apache
Cassandra) [24].
Furthermore, Big Data management is a complex
processespecially when data are gathered from
heterogeneous sourcesto be used for decision-making
and scoping out a strategy. Au-thors in [25] noted
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that about 75 percent of organizations apply at least
one form of Big Data. Big Data management area
brought new challenges in terms of data fusion
complexity, storage of data, analytical tools and
shortage of governance. We also can categorize Big
Data management processes into two main categories
as authors [26] reported (1) Big Data science and (2)
Big Data infrastructure. Science means study- ing
techniques regarding data acquisition, conditioning,
and evaluation. Its infrastructure is focused on the
improvement ofexisting technologies same as
managing, analyzing, visualizingof data [27].
Table 1 describes well-known methods with regard to
stor- age, pre-processing and processing steps of Big
Data and compare them from six features as
described above. For example, in an application that
heterogeneity is not as important as velocity, we can
use SOHAC algorithm, the first row of the table, as
part of our method.
1) Classification and Clustering:
a) Classification: Unstructured data will be stored in
a distributed database such as SimpleDB, Cassandra,
or Hbase. After storing data, these data are processed
by using data min-ing techniques. Mathematical
methods can also be involved in analysis
step such as classification, classifying objects into
different predefined groups, using decision trees,
statistics,Linear programming, Neural Networks [28].
b) Clustering: Another method is Clustering that
means creating groups of objects based on their
meaningful attributesso that large amounts of data
sets are able to berepresentedin a few data sets,
summarizing gathered data into groups where data
with similar features are near to each other. It reduces
the needs for high storage resources by accommodating large amounts of data in limited storage space
that is still a challenging work [29]. One proposed
solution for this challenge is Storage-Optimizing
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (SOHAC)that
is proposed by [30]. They introduceda new storage
structure that requires less storage space than usual
time. Basic type of this algorithm was previously.
Butit was limited in computing high-dimensional
data. A single matrix contained data is decomposed
into sub-matrices. Basedon the features, the new
matrices reduce value in each row [27]. Useful data
will be recorded since redundant data will
beneglected in order to save more space. The
algorithm takes into consideration hierarchical
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agglomerative strategy. In abstract level, at first, it
defines clusters for each object. Then clusters will be
merged with each other with the aim of forming K
clusters as defined in the initialization of process
[31].
III. MACHINE LEARNING AND DEEP
LEARNING
a) Machine Learning: In general, we have two
typesof learning: 1- Shallow learning( Machine
Learning, learning without explicitly programming)
such as decision trees, Sup- port Vector
Machines(SVMs) that it is likely to fall short whenwe
want to extract useful information from huge
amounts of data and even if they would not fall short,
they will not have satisfied accuracy. An important
question here is with all the different algo- rithms in
the ML, how can we choose the best one for our
purpose? If we want to predict or forecast a target
value,then we should use supervised learning
techniques such as Neural Networks (NN) that we
know the correct answers previously. In other words,
supervised learning problems are categorized into
”regression” and ”classification” problems.In a
regression problem, we are trying to predict output of
continuous values, meaning that we are trying to map
input variables to some continuous functions. In a
classification problem, we are instead trying to
predict results into discrete outputs [32]. In other
words, we are trying to map input variables into
discrete categories [33]. In brief, First, we need to
consider our goal. What are we trying to get out of
that?(Do you want a probability that it might rain
tomorrow, or youwant to find groups of voters with
similar interests?) Whatdata do you have or can you
collect? If you are trying to predict or forecast a
target value, then you need to look into supervised
learning. If not, then unsupervised learning is the
place you want to be. If you have chosen supervised
learning, what is your target value? Is it a discrete
value
like
Yes/No,
1/2/3,
A/B/C,
or
Red/Yellow/Black? If so, then you may look into
classification. If the target value can take on a
numberof values, say any value from 0.00 to 100.00,
or -999 to 999,or + to -, then you need to look into
regression. If you arenot trying to predict a target
value, then you need to lookinto unsupervised
learning. Are you trying to fit your datainto some
discrete groups? If so and that is all you need,you
should look into clustering. Do you need to have
some numerical estimate of how strong the fit is into
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each group? If you answer yes, then you probably
should look into a density estimation algorithm [4].

TABLE I
A COMPARISON OF BIG DATA METHODS

b) Deep Learning: We need new insight from data,
not only for top-level executives but also can be used
for providing better services to customers. One tool
for reaching this aim is Deep Learning (DL). Deep
Learning is a promising avenue of research into
automated complex feature extraction at ahigh level
of abstraction. Deep Learning is about learning
multiple levels of representations and abstractions
that helpto make sense of data such as images, sound,
and text. Oneof the unique characteristics of deep
learning algorithms is its ability to utilize unlabeled
data during training [34]. We are able to discover
intermediate or abstract representations which

Fig. 2. Categorizing Big Data management problems and current
researches

are carried out using unsupervised learning in a
hierarchical fashion, One level each time then higherlevel features are defined based on lower-level
features. It can improve clas- sification modeling
results and it has a major capability for generalization
of learning. One example of DL is extracting
invariant features of a person from an image. In
simple word, it produces more sensible knowledge
from raw dataand it is called our observation variety.
It generally learnsdata features in a greedy layer-wise
manner. In addition, It implements a layered,
hierarchical architecture of learning leads to richer
data representation. It stacks up non-linearfeature
extractors with the aim of getting better machine
learning results such as a better classification model,
invariant property of data representation.
It has outstanding result ina variety of applications
like speech recognition, computer vision, and Natural
language processing (NLP), debate winnerprediction
in elections based on public opinion, enables the
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ability to analyze and predict traffic jams faster in
congestion, finding a new mechanism that effects
complex traffic systems.Most of traditional machine
learning algorithms cannot ex- tract non-linear
patterns. DL generates learning patterns and also
generates relationships beyond neighbors. DL not
only provides complex representations of data, but it
also makes machines independent from human [35].
It extracts
usefulinformation (representation,
features) from unsupervised data without human
intervention. In simple word, DL consists of
consecutive layers that each layer provides a local
abstracting its output. Each layer poses a nonlinear
transformation on its input; we have a complicated
abstract representation of data in the last layer output.
The more layers data go through, the more
complicated and abstract representation we get. The
final representation is a high non-linear
transformationof data. Dl does not try to extract
predefined representations;in reverse, it tries to
disentangle factors of variation in data to find
invariant
patterns.
For
learning
compact
representations, Deep Learning models are better
than shallow learning models.The compact
representations are efficient because they need less
computation. It makes it possible to learn nonlinear
representations of huge amounts of data [11].
I. APPLICATION OF DEEP LEARNING IN BIG
DATA
1) If we want to have a look of application of Deep
Learningin Big Data, DL deals mainly with two V’s
of Big Data char- acteristics: Volume and Variety. It
means that DL are suited for analyzing and extracting
useful knowledge from both largehuge amounts of
data and data collected from different sources[36].
One example of application of Deep Learning in Big
Data is Microsoft speech recognition (MAVIS) that is
using DL enables searching of audios and video files
through humanvoices and speeches [20] [37].
Another usage of DL on Big Data environment is
used by Google company for Image search service.
They used DL for understanding images so thatcan
be used for image annotation and tagging that is
usefulfor image search engines and image retrieval or
even image indexing. When we want to apply Dl, we
face some challengesthat we need to address them
same as: Deep Learning for High Volumes of Data
1.1. The first one is whether we should use all entire
Big Data input or not. In general, we apply DL
algorithms in a portion of available Big Data for
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training goal and we use the rest of data for
extracting abstract repre- sentations and from another
point of view, question is that how much volume of
data is needed for training data.
1.2. Another open problem is domain adaptation, in
ap- plications which training data is different from
thedistribution of test data. If we want to look at this
problem from another viewpoint, we can point to
how we can increase the generalization capacity of
DL;generalizing learnt patterns where there is a
change between input domain and target domain.
1.3. Another problem is defining criteria for allowing
data representations to provide useful future semantic
mean-ings. In simpleword, each extracted data
representationshould not be allowed to provide useful
meaning. We must have some criteria to obtain better
data represen- tations.
1.4. Another one is that most of the DL algorithms
needa specified loss and we should know what is our
aimto extract, sometimes it is very difficult to
understand them in the Big Data environment.
1.5. The other problem is that most of them do not
provide analytical results that can be understandable
easily. In other words, because of its complexity, you
cannotanalyze the procedure easily. This situation
becomes worse in a Big Data environment.
1.6. Deep Learning seems suitable for the integration
of heterogeneous data with multiple modalities due to
its capability of learning abstract representations.
1.7. The last but not the least major problem is that
they need labeled data. If we can not provide labeled
data, they will have bad performance. One possible
solution for this is that we can use reinforcement
learning, the system gathers data by itself, and the
only need for us is giving rewards to the system.
2) Deep Learning for High Variety of Data
These days, data come in all types of formats from a
variety sources, probably with different distributions.
Forexample, the rapidly growing multimedia data
coming from the web and mobile devices include a
huge col- lection of images, videos and audio
streams, graphicsand animations, and unstructured
text, each with differentcharacteristics. There are
open questions in this regard that need to be
addressed as some of them presented as follows:
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2.1. given that different sources may offer conflicting
infor-mation, how can we resolve the conflicts and
fuse the data from different sources effectively and
efficiently?
2.2. if the system performance benefits from
significantly enlarged modalities?
2.3. in which level deep learning architectures are
appropriate for feature fusion of heterogeneous data?
3) Deep Learning for High Velocity of Data
Data are generating at extremely high speed and need
to be processed at fast speed. One solution for
learning fromsuch high-velocity data is online
learning approaches thatcan be done by deep
learning. Only limited progress in online deep
learning has been made in recent years. Thereare
some challenges in this matter such as:
3.1. Data are often non-stationary, data distributions
arechanging during the time.
3.2. the big question is whether we can benefit from
Big Data along with deep architectures for transfer
learningor not.
IV. FUTURE TRENDS AND OPEN RESEARCH
PROBLEMS
Some future research topics may be categorized as
follow- ing:
A. Big Data Preprocessing
One challenge is data integrity that means sharing
dataamong users efficiently. Even though, data
integration def- inition is not much clear in most of
the applications. Forexample, authors in tried to state
that with the aim of usinga single system for two
different companies with different products, we need
to find out how the combined data can operate in a
single environment and integrated system.
They believed that data integration is much harder
than Artificial intelligence. So the two challenging
research topics in this fieldare generating and
facilitating integration tools. The qualityof data is not
predetermined. After using data, we are able to find
its quality.
The more quality data, the better results. Data
providers demand error-free data and it is relatively
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impossibleto use only one method of data cleaning to
achieve the best quality data is a challenge. In order
to achieve quality data,we must combine different
cleansing methods to meet theorganization’s need.
With the increasing speed of data volumeand
transformation, the reputation of collected data
depends onthe quality and availability of information
they provided [38]. But traditional methods were
proposed in order to provide equal access to
resources. For instance, in the traditional era, network
administrators should investigate network traffic. But
with the emerging of Big Data, data analysts must
analyzedata not go through many details.
B. Big Data Analytics
It relates to database searching, mining, and analysis.
With the usage of data mining in the big data area, a
business can enhance its services. Big Data Mining is
a challenge because of data complexity and
scalability. The two salient goals of data analyses are:
first detecting relationships between data features and
second predicting future instances. In other words,it
means searching in a vast area to offer guidelines to
users. Steed, Ricchiuto proposed a new visual
analytical system for the earth that analyze complex
earth system simulation which named Exploratory
Data Analysis Environment (EDAE) . Pre-viously,
data had always been analyzed by the trialand-error
methods which were very difficult in complicated
situations, with vast amounts of data and data
heterogeneity [39]. Authors in [40] discussed that
obtaining useful information from large amounts of
data need scalable algorithms. Additional applications and Cloud infrastructures are needed to deal
with data parallelism. Algorithm orders increase
exponentially with the increase of data size [41]. We
have four type of analyses in simple words:
• Descriptive Analysis: What is happening in data
now.
• Predictive Analysis: What will happen in the future.
• Discovery Analysis: Discovering an existing rule
fromexisting data
• Perceptive Analysis: What should we do in future
basedon current data.
C. Semantic Indexing
Another usage of DL and open challenge is using it
for semantic indexing with the aim of better
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information retrieval.It means we should store
semantic indexes rather than storing as raw data bytes
due to massive amounts of data and low storage
capacity.
DL
generates
high-level
data
representations.We can use this abstract data
representation to provide better indexing method
[42].
D. Data Governance
It is another important core of Big Data Management
andit means defining rules, laws and controlling over
data. One example is that if Big Data should be
stored in the cloud,we must take some policies like
which type of data needsto be stored, how quickly
data should be accessed, rules for data such as
transparency, integrity, check and balances, and last
but not the least change management. There are many
open research topics in this field like best decisionmaking mechanism, reduction of operational friction
[43].
E. Big Data Integration
It means collecting data from multiple sources and
storing them with the aim of providing a unified
view. Integrating dif-ferent types of data is a complex
issue that can be even worse when we have different
applications [39]. Many open researchtopics are
associated with data integration like real-time data
access, the performance of the system, and
overlapping of the same data [44].
V. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, it is necessary to grapple with Big Data withthe
aim of extracting better abstract knowledge. One
techniquethat is applicable for this aim is Deep Learning
(Hierarchical Learning) that provides higher-level data
abstraction. Deep Learning is a useful technique that can
also be used in the Big Data environment and has its own
advantages and disadvantages. In general, the more data,
the higher level abstract data, but we face many challenges.
This paper surveysat first Big Data steps, then Machine
learning and Deep Learning and at last application of Deep
Learning in Big Data,future trends, and open research
problems. In the future, we have a plan to pay attention to
above areas in more detailand also investigating Big Data
problems in the industry. We are going to also have a
survey on Big Data security and privacy issue. Then we
want to address other problems suchas semantic indexing,
data tagging and so on.
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